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Look Beyond Maputo – CSOs  
 

CIVIL society actors have praised the deci-
sion by the Southern African Develop-
ment Community (SADC) Summit on Zim-
babwe held by the bloc’s Heads of State 
and Government in Mozambican capital 
Maputo while calling on stakeholders to 
look beyond the outcome toward actual 
preparations for free and fair elections. 

 

The Summit advised President Robert 
Mugabe to seek a court order to reverse 
the July 31 election date he decreed on 
June 13, emphasizing the need to adhere 
to the roadmap to elections drafted by 
the Global Political Agreement (GPA) par-

ties and adopted by the SADC Summit in 
Sandton, South Africa in July 2011. 

 

“We respect the SADC Summit 
resolutions and I think the re-
gional bloc has managed to take 
a good step in ensuring that Zim-
babwe holds free and fair elec-
tions.  

“They showed that they were not 
agreeable to the spirit of unilat-
eralism that President Robert 
Mugabe has exhibited. 

“We now need to look beyond 
the Summit and we call for the 
recommended reforms to be 
implemented. The issue of re-

forms does not need us to first 
climb a mountain to implement 
them because things like media 
reform can be done in a day.  

“If other parties besides Zanu-PF 
start appearing on ZTV that is a 
reform,” said Nkosilathi Moyo, 
the director of Zimbabwe Organ-
isation for Youth in Politics 
(ZYOP). 

 

Speaking at a press conference before 
the SADC Summit in Maputo, Crisis in 
Zimbabwe Coalition (CiZC) Director 
McDonald Lewanika had called on the 
regional bloc to maintain a firm grip on 
the developments in Zimbabwe and to 
remain focused on guaranteeing free and 
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fair elections. 

 

In his report to the SADC Summit, the bloc’s appointed facilitator President Jacob Zuma of South Africa highlighted to other 
Heads of State and Government the political context in Zimbabwe going into the summit, warning of tensions caused by rushed 
elections. 

 

“In light of the above developments the proposal to hold elections on 31 July 2013 is fraught 
with legal contestation, political dispute and heightened tension even within the Inclusive 
Government.” 

 

Zuma disapproved of the use of the courts to deal with the political crisis in Zimbabwe. 

“It would be unhelpful for all these issues to remain contentious issues which are requiring 
resolutions in the courtrooms,” he said. 

 

Raymond Majongwe, who is the Secretary General of the Progressive Teachers Union of Zimbabwe (PTUZ) and a political ana-
lyst, said that the SADC Summit was not conclusive on the election date as the Constitutional Court could still turn down the 
application for an extension recommended by SADC. 

 

Majongwe said it was important for prodemocracy forces to work hard on the ground to mobilize for a democratic dispensa-
tion and ensure a credible election, warning that the Zanu-PF primary elections regulations which said all party members could 
vote might set the stage for rigging as people could be forced to participate in the elections to give the impression of a big turn 
out. 

 

Majongwe said if a rented and big turn out was recorded in the primaries it would be manipulated and taken as a basis for a 
Zanu-Pf victory in the harmonized elections. 

 

The Chairperson of the Women’s Coalition, Virginia Muwanigwa said that the issue of an election date has never been the cru-
cial matter but the reforms which must be implemented prior to the polls, including fair media coverage for all political actors 
as well as women. 

 

Zimbabwe Election Support Network (ZESN) released a statement on Tuesday June 18 calling on SADC to deploy observers.  

 

“Given the short period to elections we therefore appeal to the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) and 
the African Union (AU) to urgently deploy both long and short term observers to promote an human rights environ-
ment conducive for credible, free and fair elections.  

“We strongly believe that, some of the aforementioned reforms can still be put in place if there is political will of ensur-
ing the holding of a credible election,” the ZESN statement said. 

 

The SADC summit adopted the Facilitator’s report which made the same recommendation on election observers as well as ask-
ing President Mugabe to approach the Constitutional Court to push the elections to 14 August 2013.  

President Jacob Zuma  
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Civil Society Leaders to address regional, international media 

A high level delegation of Civil Society leaders today arrived in 

Johannesburg South Africa ahead of a media briefing on Zim-

babwe scheduled to take place at the Devonshire Hotel, in 

Braamfontein on 19 June 2013. 

 

The delegation will address regional and international media 

practitioners on the numerous political developments which 

are unfolding in Zimbabwe as the country gears for General 

Elections this year.  

 

In particular, the civil society leaders will deliberate on the 

implications of the SADC Summit outcome on the election 

dates that President Robert Mugabe had unilaterally pencilled 

for 31 July 2013. 

 

Titled - “Zimbabwe’s election: Where are we?” – the media 

briefing will provide a platform for civil society leaders who 

have been involved in lobby and advocacy initiatives before 

and during the SADC special Summit on Zimbabwe to give an 

update on what the SADC decision means and the way for-

ward regarding the forthcoming watershed harmonised elec-

tions.  

CiZC Launches Report on Anti-Electoral Manipulation strategies 

THE Crisis in Zimbabwe Coalition (CiZC) on Thursday June 13 launched an illuminating research report on countering electoral 

manipulation. 

The CiZC report outlines the five critical links that can build Zimbabwe’s chain of demo-

cratic choice and creating an environment that is conducive for the holding of a free and 

fair election as the Global Political Agreement (GPA) and the Government of National 

Unity (GNU) come to an end. 

 

The report is titled, “Countering electoral manipulation: Strengthening Zimbabwe’s 

chain of democratic choice” and was carried out by former CiZC Regional Advocacy and 

Information Coordinator and Oxford Lecturer Dr. Phillan Zamchiya and Gideon Chitanga, 

a Phd Student at Rhodes University in South Africa. 

 

CiZC Director McDonald Lewanika presented the report at the Book Café to members of 

the civil society and media where he shared the panel with Zimbabwe Elections Support 

Network (ZESN) Programs Officer Tsungai Kokerai and Election Resource Center (ERC) 

Director Tawanda Chimhini. 

 

“Our focus in this paper is that there is consciousness in Zanu-Pf that overt violence will lead to an illegitimate election.  

“We try to focus on a broad definition of electoral manipulation,” said the Crisis Director, who reminded the 

attendees that the last report by the CiZC titled, “Pre-election detectors: Zanu-Pf’s attempt to regain political hegemo-

ny” had uncovered the new strategy by Zanu-Pf . 

“In our last report, we argued that they [ZANU PF] are moving away from naked violence to subtle ways of electoral 

manipulation,” he said. 
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Lewanika said the report was based on assessing five principles, or five ‘i’s of credible elections namely information, inclusion, 

insulation, integrity and irreversibility which according to the report where crucial because: 

“Democratic elections entail the free formation of voter preferences and for this to happen, there is need for citizens to 

have access to plural sources of information and there is also need for candidates to have equal access to the public 

space.  

“Whereas, inclusion is necessary because all citizens must have equal rights to participation without any hindranc-

es, legal or practical to universal suffrage. 

“Furthermore, there is need for insulation given that once the citizens have formed their preferences and attained 

their right to participate in the election they must be able to express their choice freely, being insulated from out-

side pressure, undue influence, intimidation, threats, coercion, bribery or even verbal disapprovals of their choice.  

“Additionally, the integrity of the electoral process must not be compromised because once citizens have voted 

their votes must be counted honestly and be weighed equally to uphold the principle of one-person one vote. 

“Lastly, the report argues that irreversibility is a vital link in the chain of democratic choice because winners must 

be able to take state power and exercise their power in line with the constitutional term limits. Hence an election 

must be decisive ex ante as well as irreversible ex post.” 

 

 The report concludes that once these 5 ‘i’s are adhered to, 

Zimbabwe’s chain of democratic choice closes. 

 

 Remarking on the information link, CiZC Director, McDonald 

Lewanika noted that access to State media has not been inclu-

sive and that coverage has tended to be partisan and biased 

saying: 

“It is common knowledge that there are some political players 

you will never see in the state newspapers unless they are being 

maligned.” 

 

The report cited a need for electoral management institutions to retain integrity by upholding the principle of one-man-

one vote and guaranteeing the irreversibility of the electoral outcome regardless of who would have won, which the 

ZESN Programs Officer, Tsungai Kokerai concurred with. 

 

Speaking at the CiZC launch, Kokerai noted that: 

“The manner in which the report looks at elections as a process is valuable and practical for countering electoral 

manipulation. 

“The report very succinctly highlights and contextualizes the challenges and potential challenges.” 

 

Meanwhile, the ERC Director, Tawanda Chimhini said: 

“I view the publication as a call to leadership on the part of ZEC and the GPA principals that there is need to lay a 

groundwork for elections that are uncontested and are credible not only to us but to the rest of the continent .”’ 

 

The next Crisis Report research will focus on ways that may be used to enable peaceful power transfer should it become 

necessary for power to shift hands after the harmonized polls. 

From Left: J.Mabenge (CiZC),Tawanda Chimhini (ERC) and T.Kokerai (ZESN) 


